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in 2012 the chinese proposed a new
reactor concept for candu type

reactors (the so-called cbm-fbr (china
basic molten salt fast reactor)). in

august 2018 m&c metals announced
that it had successfully manufactured
the world s largest copper-beryllium
pressure vessel with a stainless steel
liner. the new liner is currently being
tested in the us and the chinese, and

in december 2018 chinese state-
owned power station construction firm
sinohydro obtained the certificate for a

key fuel-coolant mixture handling
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plant for the cbm-fbr reactor. this plant
will make the reactor safer, by

improving the safety of the fuel-
coolant system. candu is the generic
name for canadian reactor designs,
first put forward in 1965-66 by the

british as a reactor for their canadian
atomic energy project but accepted
and taken up by the aec. so far, only

the candu 4 (pu-239 heavy-water
reactor) has been built at chalk river,
ontario. for many years prior to the

1980s, there was a shortage of candu
designs in canada, so in 1982 the aec
and caelec (canadian atomic energy

and electricity laboratory, which
became canadian nuclear laboratories,

cnl)) commissioned three candu
designs for the soviet union, and

another for new york state. in 1998 the
usa institute for nuclear power plants

(inpp) was established to look at
enabling and extending the life of the
candu reactor. in september 1998 it
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issued a report titled improving candu
safety, which suggested several

improvements and modifications which
were to be investigated, including

automatic shut-down systems.
proposals for control rods and

instrumentation systems were to be
examined. such systems include

mechanical stress wave and ultrasonic
probes, neutron probes and optical

fibre coherent neutron imaging. some
of the suggested work was awarded
contracts in 1999 for two different

candu models. the automatic
shutdown systems were initially

referred to as a bwr (boiling water
reactor) like shutdown system, but

subsequently abandoned.
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in january 2020 a $20 million
investment by the largest u.s.

proponent of smr reactors, general
atomics, raised the company’s stake in
the applied research and technology

(art) project at the idaho national
laboratory to 50%. the mit team in

2016 claimed a breakthrough in fuel
transmutation in their experimental

reactor by a conversion of the
uranium-238 to lead-238 during the
generation of the electric power. the

conversion was achieved by two
electrolysis chambers. the reported
specific energy of 0.93 kwh/kg(u)
would make this a viable reactor.
however, this also requires a large

amount of the product of the
transmutation process to be used as

fuel. lead-238 is radioactive so its use
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requires significant processing. in this
process, the primary use of the

electricity would be the electrolysis of
water to make hydrogen and oxygen
and to do work on the uranium. as a

large amount of the uranium is
converted to lead, a huge quantity of
that isotope is produced. this is due to

the instability of uranium (238)
resulting in spontaneous,

uncontrollable transmutation of
uranium into lead. this is a purely
controlled process like traditional

isotope separation. it is well
established that the half-life of

uranium (238) is 7650 years, rendering
the reactor a practical proposition only
after some distance in time. in january

2020 there were weekly
demonstrations by greenpeace of

black smoke from the new sewage-to-
energy plant in helsinki. according to

the company, the plant operated up to
60% of the time. the smoke is
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produced when untreated waste is
mixed with sea water, converted to

co2 and burned in a gas fired turbine.
the company claimed they would be
able to operate most of the time if
they could get a contract for final

cleaning and back-up electrical power.
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